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Abstract

1 Introduction

This paper presents two techniques for improving garbage
collection performance: generational stack collection and
pro le-driven pretenuring. The rst is applicable to stackbased implementations of functional languages while the second is useful for any generational collector. We have implemented both techniques in a generational collector used by
the TIL compiler (Tarditi, Morrisett, Cheng, Stone, Harper,
and Lee 1996), and have observed decreases in garbage collection times of as much as 70% and 30%, respectively.
Functional languages encourage the use of recursion
which can lead to a long chain of activation records. When a
collection occurs, these activation records must be scanned
for roots. We show that scanning many activation records
can take so long as to become the dominant cost of garbage
collection. However, most deep stacks unwind very infrequently, so most of the root information obtained from the
stack remains unchanged across successive garbage collections. Generational stack collection greatly reduces the stack
scan cost by reusing information from previous scans.
Generational techniques have been successful in reducing
the cost of garbage collection (Ungar 1984). Various complex heap arrangements and tenuring policies have been proposed to increase the e ectiveness of generational techniques
by reducing the cost and frequency of scanning and copying. In contrast, we show that by using pro le information
to make lifetime predictions, pretenuring can avoid copying
data altogether. In essence, this technique uses a re nement
of the generational hypothesis (most data die young) with
a locality principle concerning the age of data: most allocations sites produce data that immediately dies, while a
few allocation sites consistently produce data that survives
many collections.

Garbage collection is a technique for automatic memory
management whereby the programmer is freed from explicit
deallocation of heap storage (McCarthy 1960; Knuth 1969;
Wilson 1994). Copying garbage collectors reclaim space in
two steps: scanning the stack for roots and then copying
data reachable from these roots into an unused area of memory. The area vacated by the live data is known to contain
only garbage and may be reclaimed. A simple kind of copying garbage collector is the semispace collector (Fenichel and
Yochelson 1969) using Cheney's algorithm (Cheney 1970).
Unfortunately, semispace collectors cannot usually attain efcient memory usage and good performance.(Ungar 1984)
Using the observation that most objects die quickly (Ungar
1984), generational collectors can arrange heap areas and
schedule collections to improve performance.
Generational collection successfully reduces the cost of
copying data. However, for programs with deep call chains,
the cost of scanning the stack for roots can be high. In our
study, we observe that root processing can take up to 70%
of the total garbage collection cost. Since most deep stacks
are not frequently unwound (Table 2), most of the old stack
frames are unchanged across successive collections. If we can
determine which stack frames are unchanged, then the cost
of root scanning can be reduced by reusing the information
from the previous collection. This technique, called generational stack collection, is like generational garbage collection
in that old stack frames are \tenured" to reduce processing
frequency.
Generational techniques work by dividing the heap into
di erent regions called generations. Objects that survive initial minor collections of the nursery (the rst generation) are
more likely to survive many more collections. These objects
are promoted into areas that are less frequently collected.
The advantage is that if the collections of the older areas are
suciently delayed, then a large fraction of these objects will
have died, making the collection worthwhile. However, longlived objects are typically copied several times before they
are tenured. Multiple generations can make the tenuring
prediction more accurate but could cause even more copying
of the data that survives. An alternative approach to using
runtime per-object predictions is to classify objects based
on their allocation site and use pro le results to predict lifetimes. This technique can yield information concerning the
predicted lifetime of objects before the nal execution. Its
success relies on the information returned by heap pro ling.
If, as we later show, an allocation site is a good predictor
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for the age of an object, then tenuring policies can be e ectively based on allocation sites. Our empirical data shows
signi cant reductions in data copying.
Section 2 gives background material and some details on
the implementation. Section 3 presents the initial empirical results from using the standard techniques. Section 4
describes generational stack scanning with performance results. Section 5 motivates and describes pretenuring with
performance results. Section 6 explores extensions and improvements to generational stack collection and pretenuring.
Section 7 presents related work and section 8 summarizes the
results and points to future directions.
2 Background

In order to make sensible empirical comparisons, we have
implemented two \baseline" garbage collectors, a semispace
collector and a generational collector. Some background material on these baseline collectors is presented in this section.
Next, the representation of the data and stack that arises
from the TIL compiler is discussed. The explanation of tracing the stack will reinforce the notion that scanning the stack
is relatively costly as a result of the optimizing technology.
Finally, the hardware, the benchmarks, and the measurement techniques are given.
2.1 Semispace and Generational Collection

Our semispace collector (Fenichel and Yochelson 1969) uses
Cheney's copy algorithm (Cheney 1970). The resizing strategy is parameterized over a target liveness ratio r. In particular, if the liveness ratio after 0a collection was r0 , then
the heap is resized by the factor r =r. In our tests, a target
ratio value of r = 0:10 was used.
The generational collector we use is similar to the one
used in (Ungar 1984). There are many parameters that can
be explored with generational collection. For simplicity, our
collector has two generations, a nursery and a tenured generation. The heap resizing policy for the tenured generation
is based on deviations from a preset target liveness ratio of
0.3. The nursery is never made larger than the secondary
cache (512K for our setup), following the advice of several
researchers including Diwan and Tarditi (Tarditi and Diwan
1994). For benchmarking reasons, the nursery is sometimes
made signi cantly smaller.
At each minor collection, we immediately promote all live
objects from the nursery to the tenured generation. Large
arrays are not allocated in the nursery and promoted to
the tenured area; instead, they reside in a region managed
by a mark-sweep algorithm. Finally, we use a simple write
barrier technique, a sequential store bu er (Appel 1989), to
handle pointer
updates that may create intergenerational
references.
2.2 TIL

TIL (Tarditi, Morrisett, Cheng, Stone, Harper, and Lee
1996) is an optimizing compiler for Standard ML (SML) that
exploits several key technologies: intensional polymorphism,
 If a reference from an older generation is created to a younger
generation with a pointer update, then simply collecting the younger
generation could lead to a dangling pointer. However, the mutator
can store all pointer updates into a table which is used by the runtime system at each garbage collection. For non-pointer updates, no
special action is needed.

nearly tag-free garbage collection, conventional functional
language optimizations, and loop optimizations. With these
technologies, it is usually possible to determine the type
and therefore representation of values. Unlike traditional
functional language compilers that use a universal data representation to implement polymorphism,
TIL does not tag
integers nor does it always boxy oating-point values. In
particular, TIL performs sucient type analysis to provide
tag-free unboxed word-sized integers and aligned unboxed
oating-point arrays. At runtime, heap-allocated objects are
represented by records, pointer arrays, and non-pointer arrays. The intensional polymorphism optimizations improve
runtime performance of monomorphic code at the expense
of slower polymorphic code that passes types at runtime.
Further, the garbage collector's interaction with the program is also more complex. TIL also uses a stack to manage
activation records rather than using heap-allocated frames.
Again, we are trading the performance bene ts of a stack
against greater complexity in the garbage collector.
The entire runtime system consists of about 7000 lines
of C and assembly code. Of that, 3500 lines comprise the
garbage collector (including all of the techniques that were
examined) and another 1500 lines provide support code like
pretty-printing, heap pro ling, and debugging. The rest of
the code provides support for I/O, signals, and internally
used data structures.
2.3 Stack Scanning

At any execution point, data is live if it is accessed as the
program continues to execute. A conservative estimate of
accessible data is reachable data. (Some reachable data may
be unnecessary for program completion.) Thus, a collector
only needs to retain data that is accessible by following all
pointers starting from root values. Roots are directly accessible values such as registers and stack slots.
The diculty with accurately determining the root set
stems from the presence of callee-save registers and polymorphism (Tarditi, Morrisett, Cheng, Stone, Harper, and
Lee 1996). First, with callee-save registers, the contents of
a register or stack slot may come from caller frames so stack
frames cannot be decoded in isolation. Instead, the stack
scan must start from the initial frame and maintain the
pointer status of the register set as the scan progresses. Second, since polymorphism introduces variable types, the compiler cannot statically compute whether a particular value is
a pointer or not. As a result, the compiler must sometimes
communicate to the collector the correspondence between
values and their dynamic types.
When the garbage collector is called by the mutator, the
return address indicates the current execution point of the
mutator. By indexing into a table of auxiliary information
(called a trace table) with this return address, we can determine the frame layout of the GC-caller frame. Then, from
the return address of the GC-caller frame, we can decode
its caller frame. Continuing in this way, we nally reach the
initial frame. From the initial frame, we begin determining
the root set by adding registers and stack slots as we traverse
the stack downwards again. Note that the stack scan is twopass as a result of callee-save registers. This complex scheme
of decoding stack frames in the runtime system relieves the
mutator from always having to tag stack slots even for stack
frames that may not survive to a garbage collection.
y A boxed

object is stored in memory and represented by a pointer.

Program
Checksum

lines
Description
241 Checksum fragment from the Foxnet (Biagioni, Harper, Lee, and Milnes 1994),
16Kb possibly unaligned arrays are created and checksummed using iterators
10,000 times
FFT
246 Fast Fourier transform, multiplying polynomials up to degree 65,536
Color
110 Brute-force graph coloring
Grobner
904 Compute Grobner basis of a set of polynomials up to degree 7 (Yan 1996)
Knuth-Bendix 618 An implementation of the Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm
Lexgen
1123 A lexical-analyzer generator (Appel, Mattson, and Tarditi 1989), processing the
lexical description of Standard ML
Life
146 The game of Life implemented using lists (Reade 1989)
Peg
458 Solving a peg-jumping game, using the output of a Prolog to ML translator(Hornof 1992)
Nqueen
73 The N-queens problem for n=10
PIA
2065 The Perspective Inversion Algorithm (Waugh, McAndrew, and Michaelson 1990)
deciding the location of an object in a perspective video image
Simple
870 A spherical uid-dynamics program (Ekanadham and Arvind 1987), run for 4
iterations with grid size of 200.
Table 1: Benchmark programs
Program

Total Max Live Records Arrays Max(Avg) Frames New Frames
Number of
Alloc
Data
Alloc Alloc
in Stack
in Stack Pointer Updates
Checksum
1407MB
16KB 1094MB 0.0MB
4(4.0)
4.0
33
Color
98MB
24KB
98MB 0.1MB
482(469.7)
61.2
1215
FFT
93MB 2073KB 0.12MB 81MB
5(4.2)
4.2
27
Grobner
139MB
128KB 139MB 0.1MB
106(16.5)
16.5
512
Knuth-Bendix 344MB 16098KB 342MB 2.1MB
4234(1336.5)
116.9
29
Lexgen
117MB 3524KB
88MB 2.2MB
1802(714.3)
435.6
213
Life
363MB
24KB 359MB 0.0MB
51(6.2)
6.2
29
Nqueen
88MB 3600KB
87MB 0.3MB
29(22.4)
22.4
193
Peg
241MB
24KB 231MB 10MB
26(19.3)
19.3
2974688
PIA
430MB
648KB 154MB 214MB
910(120.7)
112.8
41
Simple
753MB 6864KB 493MB 158MB
243(16.4)
13.4
27
Table 2: Allocation characteristics of benchmarks
But what type of information is available in this trace
table? The return address, which serves as a key to the
trace table entry, and the stack frame size are necessary. In
addition, for each general-purpose register and stack slot,
we record its trace. There are four types of traces: pointer,
non-pointer, callee-save register, or compute. A pointer
trace indicates that the compiler has statically determined
that the value is a pointer and needs to be traced. A
non-pointer trace indicates that the value is not a root.
Registers or stack slots that are marked callee-save have
additional information in the table that indicates which register the value is saved from. Finally, the compute trace
is use when the compiler could not statically determine the
pointer status of a value. Additional information indicates
where the type of such a value resides. From this type, the
runtime computes whether the value should be included in
the root set or not.
Figure 1 gives an example of a stack frame. The left
portion of the diagram gives a stack frame which is described
by the corresponding trace table entry on the right. Their
correspondence is established by the return address which is
always in the rst stack slot and indexes into the trace table.
From the second table entry, we see that this frame has six
slots. The second slot, described by the third table entry,

is a non-pointer while the third and fourth slots are both
pointers. Note that the fourth slot contains a runtime type
which is used to describe the contents of the fth slot. In
this case, since the type is a record, the collector will know
that the fth slot must be traced. Finally, the sixth slot
contains the spilled value of register 10. Whether this slot
needs to be traced depends on the state of register 10 from
the previous stack frame. Finally, the table entry contains
trace information on the register set.
3 Hardware, Benchmarks, and Measurement Methods

To evaluate the e ectiveness of generational stack markers and pretenuring, we compare four techniques: semispace collection, generational collection, generational collection with stack markers, and generational collection with
stack markers and pretenuring. The validity of the comparison is strengthened by the fact that each technique is tested
under identical conditions: the same language and compiler,
same hardware, and same benchmarks.
The empirical results were gathered on a DEC 3000/500
Alpha workstation which features a 21064 microprocessor.
This chip has split instruction and data caches. Both caches
are direct-mapped and sized at 8K with cache lines of 32
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Figure 1: Example of a stack frame (left) and its corresponding table entry (right)
bytes. It uses a write-through policy with a 4 entry write
bu er and performs write-around on write misses. This
model also has a second-level o -chip 512K cache with a
write-allocate policy (DEC 1994b; DEC 1994a). The particular machine used has 96MB of main memory and runs
OSF/1 v2.0.
The sampled data is taken from runs of eleven SML (Milner, Tofte, and Harper 1990) programs (many are de facto
standard benchmarks (Appel 1992)) compiled with TIL. Table 1 describes the benchmark programs, which range in
size from 73 lines to about 2000 lines of code. They cover
a range of application areas including scienti c computing, list-processing, systems programming, and compilers.
Larger benchmarks could not be included because the current version of TIL does not yet support the SML module
system. Table 2 describes the allocation behaviors of the
benchmarks. The \New Frames in Stack" column refers
to stack frames encountered by the collector that were not
present during the last collection.
Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 show the time performances of the
benchmarks with various collection techniques. In each of
the con gurations explored, data from ten runs were collected and the arithmetic mean is reported. In all cases,
the standard error is under 1%. Times are reported in seconds and measured with UNIX virtual timers. Total, GC,
Client denote the total execution time of the program, the
time spent in garbage collections, and the time spent in the
mutator, respectively. (Of course, Total = GC + Client.)
Also, NumGC and Copied respectively denote the number of
garbage collections and the amount of data in bytes copied
during all collections.
Since di erent garbage collection techniques use di erent
amounts of memory (if unconstrained), a direct comparison
of the techniques without some control would be unfair. A
reasonable way to render the comparison fair would be to
limit each technique to a xed amount of memory. For copying collectors, the absolute minimum amount of memory
(Min) needed to run would be twice the maximum amount
of live data a program has during execution since a garbage
collection may occur at any moment. Thus, we choose various multiples (designated k) of this minimal value for each
program and compare the performance of various techniques
where the collector is permitted k  Min memory.

4 Initial results

We consider the initial result obtained by using the two baseline collector techniques. Table 3 shows the time and space
performance of the benchmarks under semispace collection
with k values of 1.5, 2, and 4. For programs with little longlived data, the time spent in garbage collection should be
inversely proportional to k since the time spent in any one
garbage collection is approximately constant. In particular,
FFT and Checksum experienced improvements in GC times
of 1.7 and 2.4 times as k increases from 1.5 to 4. (Note
that
an ideal linear improvement would cause a speedup of
4
1 5 = 2:7.) Programs that have long-lived data bene t even
more greatly from large values of k since each collection is
relatively more expensive for such programs. In particular, Grobner and Knuth-Bendix experienced improvements
of 4.1 and 4.4. Thus, these numbers are in accordance with
the observation that FFT and Chksum generate no longlived data while Grobner and Knuth-Bendix do. Although
there are minor uctuations, the client time is relatively
undisturbed by k. Consequently, changes in total times directly re ect changes in GC times.
Table 4 shows the performance of the benchmarks under
generational collection. Most programs' GC times improved
by a factor of 2.5 when k is increased from 1.5 to 4. A notable
exception is Knuth-Bendix where the time worsened by 5%.
In the case of Knuth-Bendix, almost all the data that survives the nursery remains alive to the end of the program.
Because there are no major collections, the extra amount
of memory given is unused. It is plausible that the time
slightly worsens since the runtime system now has the overhead of managing more memory without any client bene t.
On the other hand, we note that PIA's GC time improved
dramatically from 71s to 4.2s. The 17-fold decrease indicates some interesting behavior. Although the total number
of garbage collections remains approximately the same as k
varies, the number of major garbage collections is severely
a ected by k since there is a signi cant amount of data that
is copied on major collection. In particular, PIA exhibits
an allocation behavior that is not amenable to generational
collection: PIA's tenured data tends to die rapidly. Even
multiple generations would not ameliorate the problem because any data that is tenured will most likely die before the
next collection.
Even a cursory glance at tables 3 and 4 show that gen:

Total Time (sec)
GC Time (sec)
Client Time (sec)
Program
k = 1:5 k = 2:0 k = 4:0 k = 1:5 k = 2:0 k = 4:0 k = 1:5 k = 2:0 k = 4:0
Chksum
34.16 32.96 31.45
6.83
5.59
4.08
27.33 27.38 27.36
Color
78.96 52.98 30.57
63.05 38.00 15.00
15.91 14.98 15.00
FFT
45.38 44.71 44.32
1.94
1.31
0.82
43.44 43.40 43.50
Grobner
22.00 15.61
9.90
16.03
9.64
3.87
5.97
5.98
6.03
Knuth-Bendix
57.73 44.69 34.25
30.62 17.55
6.96
27.11 27.14 27.29
Lexgen
29.68 27.00 24.85
8.02
5.06
1.96
21.66 21.94 22.89
Life
30.16 29.16 28.03
3.90
2.90
1.72
26.26 26.26 26.32
Peg
21.42 18.06 13.72
11.52
8.20
3.88
9.90
9.87
9.83
PIA
128.16 87.29 57.48
93.25 51.46 19.94
34.91 35.84 37.54
Simple
80.90 71.09 63.18
24.71 14.85
6.57
56.19 56.25 56.61
Number of GCs
Program
k = 1:5 k = 2:0 k = 4:0
Chksum
11742
8795
4388
Color
5579
3422
1302
FFT
59
39
17
Grobner
1107
656
250
Knuth-Bendix
107
65
26
Lexgen
31
19
7
Life
4070
2987
1459
Peg
3479
2404
1069
PIA
1145
620
222
Simple
149
87
33

Data copied (bytes)
k = 2:0
k = 4:0
6294192
4714200
2353408
109582416 64778048 15230424
63237932 42109916 22159764
152993208 90205460 34312888
262692124 148075968 54428764
77696860 46909028 16992816
23594284 15146272
6244820
88500416 61710880 27084864
678858984 362369260 128563500
815835344 467707256 176086208
k = 1:5

Table 3: Time and space usage for semispace collector
erational collection wins. However, there are special cases
where semispace collectors can do much better than generational collectors. Some programs allocate data intensively
but have almost no long-lived data or have relatively expensive root processing. In these cases, the cost of GC is almost
constant so GC cost is solely dependent on collection frequency. With such programs and xed memory constraints,
the size of a semispace is larger than the nursery area of a
generational collector. Thus, GC frequency decreases in a
semispace collector so the overall cost of GC is lower.
Aside from such special cases, we see that generational
collection generally improves GC time dramatically, from
20% to 80%. Moreover, the generational collector has improved cache e ects: the allocation area remains permanently in the secondary cache and long-lived data is now
grouped together. Most programs experience a client time
improvement of 10% to 35%. Only FFT did not have this
bene t since the relative lack of garbage collections in this
program dampens any possibility of cache interactions resulting from data movement.
We now consider individually the performance of the
benchmarks under generational collection to nd opportunities for improvement. FFT spends about 0.2% of its time
in GC and further optimization is not worthwhile. Chksum spends about 10% of its time in garbage collection but
each collection on average takes only about 0.2 milliseconds.
Most of the cost here is overhead associated with calling the
garbage collector. In this case, the cost of each GC is nearly
constant, and the only way to further reduce the cost is
by tuning the collector code and increasing the nursery size.
The high 32% GC time for Peg is an artifact of the high mutation rate of this program. This is quite apparent from the

last column of Table 2 which shows Peg having 4 orders of
magnitude more updates than any other benchmark. The
simple sequential store list records a mutated site repeatedly, causing a great overhead in root processing. A more
realistic approach such as card-marking (Sobalvarro 1988)
would probably ameliorate most of the problems.
As for Knuth-Bendix, Color, and Lexgen, all three are
characterized by deep stacks and will be analyzed in section
5. Section 6 then explores heap pro ling and pretenuring
and their applicability to the remaining benchmarks.
5 Generational Stack Collection

We begin by breaking down the GC cost of Knuth-Bendix,
Color, and Lexgen in the left column of Table 5. In most
programs, the cost of generational garbage collection is usually dominated by the cost of scanning and copying the
heap (GC-copy) rather than by the cost of root processing
(GC-stack), since the stack is typically much smaller then
the heap. Some functional programs (Knuth-Bendix, Color,
and Lexgen), however, are highly non-tail recursive and have
a deep stack. For such programs (see column 2 of Table 5),
the cost of scanning the stack can be as high as 95% of the
cost of garbage collection. However, the stack allocation
pattern of such programs typically does not involve having
rapid alternation of stack growth and shrinkage. For example, Table 2 indicates that for Knuth-Bendix, only 116.9 of
the 1336.5 stack frames that the collector traverses on average have changed since the last collection. Rather, once the
stack is deep, most of the ancestral frames tend to remain
activated for many garbage collections. We can take advantage of this by not rescanning the part of the stack that did

Total Time (sec)
GC Time (sec)
Client Time (sec)
Program
k = 1:5 k = 2:0 k = 4:0 k = 1:5 k = 2:0 k = 4:0 k = 1:5 k = 2:0 k = 4:0
Chksum
30.84 28.40 25.27
7.34
5.49
2.93
23.51 22.91 22.34
Color
56.91 34.21 23.65
13.87 20.63
9.77
15.91 13.59 14.94
FFT
45.28 44.29 43.78
0.07
0.08
0.09
45.21 44.21 43.69
Grobner
21.24 15.28
6.10
16.06 10.22
1.11
5.18
5.06
4.99
Knuth-Bendix
26.88 26.96 26.90
7.66
8.00
8.07
19.22 18.96 18.83
Lexgen
22.31 21.35 21.43
3.20
2.58
2.43
19.11 18.77 19.00
Life
28.43 27.04 25.73
4.19
2.89
1.42
24.24 24.15 24.31
Nqueen
14.90 15.16 15.20
1.83
1.86
1.95
13.07 13.30 13.24
Peg
21.23 16.83 12.89
12.15
7.82
4.07
9.08
9.01
8.82
PIA
103.39 70.53 36.12
71.04 38.07
4.22
32.35 32.46 31.90
Simple
51.37 50.04 49.65
5.05
4.81
4.33
46.31 45.23 45.32
Number of GCs
Data copied (bytes)
Avg Frame
Program
k = 1:5 k = 2:0 k = 4:0
k = 1:5
k = 2:0
k = 4:0
Depth
Chksum
29513 21986 10993
1012
1832
536
4.0
Color
4209
2806
1402 22519364
2948588 1120044
469.7
FFT
191
191
191
167284
167284
167284
4.9
Grobner
1372
1029
512 184864856 115777416 11832036
16.4
Knuth-Bendix
807
807
807 14569800 17869436 17695560
1115.3
Lexgen
213
213
213 27427544 18647632 16435292
714.6
Life
9680
7207
3603 21432324 15449868 7615976
6.0
Nqueen
410
410
410
5312548
5312548 5312548
22.4
Peg
7139
5315
2653 78911996 48196128 23440724
19.3
PIA
1161
1035
1035 665596588 349143644 30575584
120.7
Simple
1644
1644
1644 25771348 25431144 25430284
14.4
Table 4: Time and space usage for generational collector
not change. Instead, we save the information from a previous garbage collection and reuse the parts of the information
corresponding to the unchanged part of the stack.
In our generational collector, since objects in the nursery
are always promoted, we do not need to consider roots residing in frames that were present in previous collections. Even
if our collector were designed so that it must recognize all
stack roots at each minor collection, it is still advantageous
to have amortized the cost of decoding the stack frames by
storing the decoded results, namely the register state and
root list.
Maintaining such information is a matter of bookkeeping. The tricky part is knowing how much of the stack has
not changed since the last collection. Certainly one can
maintain a special slot per stack frame containing an initially unset ag that indicates whether it has been scanned
by the collector. On a future collection, if the ag is set,
then the collector knows that this frame has not changed.
However, this increases the stack frame size and requires extra instructions for every stack frame. Since most frames die
before a collection, this technique penalizes programs that
do not have deep stack behavior or do not require frequent
garbage collections.
To achieve good performance for deep stacks while not
penalizing the average program, the technique used must
not signi cantly a ect the mutator but instead place the
bulk of the cost in garbage collection. This can be achieved
with the following addition to the collector: each time we
scan the stack, we change the return address of every n
stack frame (n is a parameter best chosen to balance the
th

gains of information reuse against the cost of the bookkeeping) to a special stub function while recording the original
return address in a table. When a function returns from
such a marked frame, it transfers to the stub function which
notes that this particular frame has been deactivated, and
then continues at the original return address recorded in the
table. Our tests use a value of n = 25.
This almost works. Unfortunately, functions do not always return normally. If an exception is raised, the exception handlers are invoked in stack order until there is a
matching handler. This matching handler may correspond
to a frame that is arbitrarily far up in the stack. In particular, control may jump past many marked frames without the
normal return. Consequently, some action must be taken or
else the collector will not later know that the intervening
frames are stale. Fortunately, it suces to maintain a value
M that is updated at every raised exception so that it contains the shallowest stack pointer value that occurred as a
result of raised exceptions. Later the garbage collector simply takes the shallower value of M and the value(s) in the
table to obtain the deepest stack frame that is safe to reuse.
An alternative implementation for dealing with exceptions that is consistent with stack-allocated activation
records moves the bookkeeping cost from the raising of an
exception into the collector by having the collector walk the
chain of exception handlers at each collection to determine
if any handlers that were raised since the last collection
jumped past a marked frame. Deferring the handling of
exceptions to a collection is advantageous for programs that
frequently raise exceptions. In compilers where the run-

Program
Chksum
Color
FFT
Grobner
KB
Lexgen
Life
Nqueen
Peg
PIA
Simple

Without stack markers

GC

2.93
9.77
0.09
1.11
8.07
2.43
1.42
1.95
4.07
4.23
4.33

stack

0.60
2.64
0.01
0.06
6.14
0.86
0.21
1.85
0.47
0.49
0.23

copy

2.33
7.13
0.08
1.05
1.93
1.57
1.21
0.11
3.59
3.73
4.11

stack%

20.61%
26.99%
13.48%
5.18%
76.09%
35.37%
14.63%
95.01%
11.64%
11.69%
5.21%

GC

2.96
2.51
0.10
1.13
2.62
2.11
1.52
2.03
4.18
4.36
4.18

With stack markers
stack

0.83
1.05
0.02
0.09
0.70
0.53
0.30
1.85
0.56
0.50
0.25

copy

2.13
1.46
0.07
1.04
1.92
1.58
1.22
0.18
3.63
3.87
3.93

stack%

28.02%
41.77%
21.74%
7.69%
26.83%
25.08%
19.50%
90.99%
13.30%
11.36%
5.98%

GC%
decreased
-1.0%
74.3%
-5.7%
-1.6%
67.5%
13.0%
-7.0%
-4.0%
-2.8%
-3.3%
-3.6%

Table 5: Breakdown of GC cost at k = 4 of generational collection without and with stack markers. All times are measured
in seconds.
time system is responsible for unwinding the stack on raised
exceptions, remembering which stack frames are no longer
active is simple.
Given the two possible implementation strategies, we
chose the rst one since it does not entail modifying the
compiler. (Such modi cations tend to make the performance
comparisons questionable.) The results are displayed in the
rightmost column of Table 5. The GC times are drastically
reduced for all three target programs, with relative decreases
ranging from 13% to 74%. For completeness, we show the
result of the other benchmarks. It is worth noting that the
stack markers poses only a very slight cost for the other
programs, averaging at 3%.
6 Heap Pro ling and Pretenuring

As stated previously, generational collection takes advantage
of the widely varying lifetimes of di erent heap-allocated objects. The traditional tenuring policy promotes an object if
it survives one or several collections. This policy has the disadvantage that an object may be copied several times before
being placed in the \right" generation. Rather than discovering at runtime whether objects survive through promotion,
we could try to use pro le data to predict the survival rate
without copying. Clearly, it would be infeasible to uniquely
identify each object because that would require too much
data and the same objects do not recur in di erent program
runs. Instead, we speculate that objects allocated from the
same point in the program would tend to have similar lifetimes.
To test this hypothesis, heap pro les were gathered to
study the average lifetimes of objects created at di erent
program allocation sites. To obtain heap pro les, the compiler was modi ed so that, when emitting allocation code,
an allocation site identi er is prepended to each allocated
object. During a garbage collection, each copied object's
allocation site identi er is inspected and the entry corresponding to that site is updated. To gather information
about object deaths, we also scan the allocation area after
The 3% should actually be lower. Its measurability is an artifact of debugging code and timing code. Calling UNIX getrusage to
perform time measurements of the stack markers technique distorts
the times and most of the 3% increase is attributable to this. Removal of this code will result in a small uniform improvement on all
benchmarks.

each collection to locate dead objects and update their allocation site entries. This information allows the pro ler to
compute the number, size, and average age of objects emanating from each allocation site. Pro led programs typically
run 50% to 200% slower than their unpro led versions.
For concreteness, abbreviated outputs of the heap pro le
generated for the Knuth-Bendix and Nqueen benchmarks
are included in Figure 2. Only allocation sites that contribute at least 1% of allocated or copied objects are included. The alloc% shows the relative amount of data allocated at each site while the copied% shows the relative
amount of data allocated at each site that is eventually
copied. The old% indicates the percentage of data generated at each site that survives at least one minor collection.
Two complementary trends are obvious. In Knuth-Bendix,
90% of allocated data is generated by sites whose survival
rate, to 4 signi cant digits, is 0. Conversely, over 96% of
data that is copied are allocated from sites whose survival
rate is at least 80%. (These sites are marked with <-- in the
table.) The polarity is even more striking for the Nqueen
benchmark, where 99% of the copied data are generated
from only 4 sites.
From such pro les, we can identify allocation sites that
consistently produce long-lived objects and pretenure these
objects. That is, objects from these sites are directly allocated into the older generation. This is bene cial in that
the liveness ratio of the younger generation is decreased,
thus lowering the amount of objects copied at each collection and speeding up the collection process. In our tests, we
pretenure objects allocated from sites whose old % cuto is
at least 80%. Considering the bimodality of the data, this
pretenuring policy is relatively insensitive to the particular
cuto chosen.
Unfortunately, simply allocating data into the older area
breaks an invariant. An object directly allocated into an
older generation may have a reference to an object in a
younger generation. Of course, pointer mutations also break
this invariant and we could deal with these new intergenerational references in the same way. This write barrier approach would be correct but too slow (Zorn 1989). One
might suggest relaxing the tenuring condition for such objects so that they are promoted at every minor collection.
Unfortunately, particularly for young generations, survival
of even one collection indicates long-lived-ness. Therefore,
even allocating them in a young generation and then immediately promoting them will lead to substantially more

============================= Knuth-Bendix ========================================
alloc
alloc
alloc
avg copied copied copied size/
site
%
size
count
% old
age
size
%
alloc size
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------10897
41.07% 113345036
16192148
0.00 1344.6
231
0.00 0.00
10911
17.60%
48576375
16192125
0.00
0.0
0
0.00 0.00
10842
10.14%
27981107
3997301
0.00
941.7
84
0.00 0.00
10764
7.84%
21646982
3092426
0.00 1217.5
84
0.00 0.00
10856
4.34%
11991840
3997280
0.00
0.0
0
0.00 0.00
10789
3.36%
9269365
1324195
0.00
969.6
56
0.00 0.00
10778
3.35%
9259011
3086337
0.00
0.0
0
0.00 0.00
10803
1.44%
3967959
1322653
0.00
0.0
0
0.00 0.00
10891
0.05%
139076
34769
86.60 1205.8 120496
1.01 0.87 <-10926
0.04%
119142
13238
95.94
521.9 164817
1.39 1.38 <-10920
0.05%
139076
34769
99.52 1404.0 236996
2.00 1.70 <-10707
0.21%
593016
148254
99.83 1075.8 972328
8.19 1.64 <-10921
0.05%
139076
34769
99.33 1399.9 236740
1.99 1.70 <-10709
0.24%
667024
166756
99.81 1092.7 1096688
9.24 1.64 <-10701
0.48%
1316872
329218
99.80 1336.8 2255800
19.00 1.71 <-10711
0.06%
175508
43877
99.58 1294.7 297180
2.50 1.69 <-10692
0.06%
158640
39660
99.60 1476.0 275420
2.32 1.74 <-10703
0.46%
1276600
319150
99.79 1297.0 2175008
18.32 1.70 <-10702
0.46%
1276600
319150
99.79 1297.0 2175008
18.32 1.70 <-10708
0.24%
667024
166756
99.81 1092.7 1096688
9.24 1.64 <-10710
0.06%
175508
43877
99.59 1294.8 297200
2.50 1.69 <-------------- heap profile end : short ----------------------------------------Showing only entries with alloc % > 1.00
or with copy % > 1.00
21 of 2048 entries displayed.
Using a (% old) cutoff of 80%,
targeted sites comprise 96.02% copied and 2.48% allocated.
================================ Nqueens =========================================
alloc
alloc
alloc
avg copied copied copied size/
site
%
size
count
% old
age
size
%
alloc size
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------10757
39.98%
11662960
2915740
0.19
38.6
22560
0.62 0.00
10758
20.20%
5893923
841989
0.21
39.5
12404
0.34 0.00
10759
14.43%
4209945
841989
0.21
39.5
8860
0.24 0.00
10750
3.80%
1107600
184600
0.00
0.0
0
0.00 0.00
10751
3.16%
923000
184600
0.00
0.0
0
0.00 0.00
10752
3.16%
923000
184600
0.01
49.9
65
0.00 0.00
10753
3.16%
923000
184600
0.00
0.0
0
0.00 0.00
10755
3.16%
923000
184600
0.01
45.9
120
0.00 0.00
10754
2.53%
738400
184600
0.02
42.2
176
0.00 0.00
10748
2.92%
852000
170400
99.88
129.7 1872295
51.23 2.20 <-10749
2.34%
681600
170400
99.88
129.7 1497836
40.98 2.20 <-10756
0.19%
56800
14200
99.88
129.7 124816
3.42 2.20 <-10764
0.19%
56800
14200
99.88
129.7 124816
3.42 2.20 <-------------- heap profile end : short -----------------------------------Showing only entries with alloc % > 1.00
or with copy % > 1.00
13 of 2048 entries displayed.
Using a (% old) cutoff of 80%,
targeted sites comprise 99.04% copied and 5.65% allocated.

alloc size
alloc %
alloc count
old %
avg age
copied size
copied %

number of bytes allocated from this site
percentage of bytes allocated from this site
number of objects allocated from this site
percentage of objects that survive the rst collection after its creation
average age of objects when they die
number of bytes allocated from this site that were copied during all collections
percentage of bytes allocated from this site that were copied during all collections
Figure 2: Heap Pro ler Output for Knuth-Bendix and Nqueens

Total Time (sec)
GC Time (sec)
Client Time (sec)
Program
k = 1:5 k = 2:0 k = 4:0 k = 1:5 k = 2:0 k = 4:0 k = 1:5 k = 2:0 k = 4:0
Knuth-Bendix
20.57 20.95 21.12
1.44
1.76
1.88
19.12 19.19 19.24
Lexgen
21.60 21.07 20.41
2.63
2.00
1.55
18.97 19.08 18.85
Nqueen
14.79 14.97 14.51
13.88 14.03 13.53
0.94
0.90
0.97
Simple
50.28 50.36 47.08
3.58
3.74
3.71
46.70 46.62 43.37

% Decrease
GC Client Total
33%
-2%
2%
27%
1%
4%
50%
2%
5%
12%
4%
5%

Number of GCs
Data copied (bytes)
Program
k = 1:5 k = 2:0 k = 4:0
k = 1:5
k = 2:0
k = 4:0
Knuth-Bendix
779
779
779 2050212 5376156 5151708
Lexgen
206
206
206 24278388 15452696 13397340
Nqueen
387
387
387
194256
194256
194256
Simple
1645
1645
1645 14241500 14734176 14133376
Table 6: Time and space usage for generational collector with pretenuring
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Table 7: Relative GC time at k = 4:0
copying than the pretenuring. Instead, we remember the
area of the older generation that has been directly allocated
into and scan this region with the collector on the next collection. This is a win over copying since copying objects
is slower than only scanning them for the (hopefully) few
young generation pointers.
From the pro les, it is clear that this optimization would
be useful only for four of the benchmarks: Knuth-Bendix,
Lexgen, Nqueen, and Simple. Since this optimization is selective based on the heap pro le results, the remaining programs cannot su er from this optimization. Table 6 contains
the performance gures under a generational collector with
generational stack collection and pretenuring.
The code sequence for allocating objects into the pretenured region is somewhat longer than the normal allocation code sequence, so there is a possibility that the client
time might increase as a result of pretenuring. On the other
hand, there may be improved cache e ects since all the surviving objects are pretenured into a single memory region.
Quite likely both of these e ects are small and so do not
greatly change the client time. In fact, the Client% Decrease
column of Table 6 shows that, on average, there is a slight
decrease in the client time. More importantly, the addition
of pretenuring reduces the GC times of the four benchmarks

by 33%, 27%, 50%, and 12%, respectively. The nal column
indicates the relative decrease in total execution time. Since
GC is already taking a relatively small percentage of total
execution time (around 10%), Amdahl's Law restricts the
magnitude of the decrease in total execution time. In these
benchmarks, the average decrease in total time is 4%.
The reduction in GC time due to pretenuring is not as
large as one might expect from the reductions in the amount
of data copied (71%, 18%, 4%, and 44%). Although data is
pretenured accurately, we must still scan the data to check
for references to the younger generation. Thus, the cost of
the collection is still proportional to the amount of live data
though with a smaller constant. This is rather unfortunate
since \most" of the pretenured data will not have references
to the younger generation.
There are di erent approaches one could take to reduce
the cost of the heap scan associated with pretenuring. When
the data is allocated into the older generation directly, we
could at the same time group them according to their allocation sites. This permits the scan to be specialized or
omitted altogether and should lead to a reduction in instruction count and memory trac. A more interesting
but much harder improvement is to perform a control- ow

and data ow analysis on objects allocated from the targeted
sites. Abstractly, we have a set of target sites S . At each
allocation site s, we would like to determine a set of sites
P(s) such that any object that reaches s was allocated at
a site in P(s). Then we can classify each target site s by
whether P (s)  S . If so, then there is no need to scan objects arising from s since all such objects will have already
been pretenured anyhow. There is even the possibility of additionally pretenuring objects in P(s) so that objects from
site s do not have to be scanned. However, there is a danger
of over-tenuring if P(s) is so large that even objects that are
unlikely to live on their own become tenured. We indicate
some preliminary results of such an extension in the next
section.
7 Discussion and Extensions
7.1 Generational Stack Collection

Generational stack collection can also be used with nongenerational collectors since the issue of root processing and
heap copying are orthogonal. Further, the placement policy
of stack markers presented above is just one of several possible choices. Also, a more dynamic policy of marker placement may achieve better performance with fewer markers.
If activation records are heap-allocated, then the bene t of
generational stack collection depends on the relative cost of
the bookkeeping to that of interpreting activation records
that are heap-allocated.
Given the cost of scanning a deep stack, one might ask
whether heap-allocated activation record might be more advantageous than using a stack as generational collectors
with heap-allocated record provide automatic tenuring of
the frames. However, if the call depth is high, many heapallocated records might have to be copied at some point
whereas the stack implementation never copies frames. Further, in a compiler that supports callee-save registers, the
state of the registers cannot be determined from the most
recent frame. Thus, either a generational technique like the
one presented here would have to be added or the mutator
must bear some runtime cost by maintaining a mask register
(Appel 1992). In a system like TIL where types are passed at
runtime for polymorphic code, maintaining a mask register
would entail an even greater cost.
7.2 Pretenuring

Since the TIL compiler does not currently have a data- ow
analysis on allocated objects, the e ectiveness of reducing
scans of pretenured objects is tested by manually analyzing the allocation pattern of the Nqueens benchmark. After
data ow analysis reveals the dependence of allocation sites,
pretenured objects are divided into two groups. One group
is shown to contain objects that point only to pretenured objects while the other group contains objects that may point
to objects allocated in the nursery. By removing the scans
on objects in the rst group, the GC time of Nqueens is
further reduced by another 80%, reducing the overall GC%
time to 1.3%. This result is promising and an automated
system for detecting such sites would be needed to make this
optimization useful. Some useful techniques that may help
with this problem are region inference (Tofte and Talpin
1993; Tofte and Talpin 1994; Aiken, Fahndrich, and Levien
1995; Birkedal, Tofte, and Vejlstrup 1996), data ow analysis (Allen and Cocke 1970; Kennedy 1981), and control ow

analysis (Shivers 1991).
For the remaining objects which may point to the nursery, another optimization is possible. We pretenure data
from di erent allocation sites into separate areas. Then,
some areas may require no scanning because they contain
no pointers. Other areas may permit specialized
scans. For
example, in an area that contains recordsz , no decoding of
the tag word is needed. Instead, the collector can directly
examine only the elds that are known to contain pointer.
In general, the e ectiveness of pretenuring is dependent
on the tenuring policy of the generational collector used. In
some systems, objects in the nursery are not immediately
promoted but are copied/compacted back to the nursery.
Counter bits within each object record the number of minor
collections the object has survived. When some threshold
is reached, the object is then promoted to the tenured generation. Since objects that are tenured are copied several
times before being promoted, pretenuring in such systems
is likely to yield an even greater bene t than in the system
we studied. Finally, most recent versions of generational
collectors support several generations. To obtain the maximum bene t from pretenuring, one must consider the average age of the target sites (column 6 of Tables 6 and 7) to
determine which generation an object should be pretenured
to. Underestimations of the correct generation would lead
to extra data copying while overestimations would lead to
overtenuring (which unnecessarily ties up memory until the
next suciently major collection).
8 Related Work

Fateman found that some Franz Lisp programs spend from
25% to 40% of their time in garbage collection (Fateman
1983). Of the 300 or so combinations of LISP systems
and benchmarks that could report GC times, the average
was 38%. Ungar (Ungar 1984) showed the e ectiveness of
generational garbage collection in reducing pause times and
improving overall performance. Shaw analyzed extensively
four programs running on a commercial Common Lisp system and found that generation checks alone can cost as much
as 15% of total execution time (Shaw 1988). Zorn investigated the GC cost of eight large programs using a commercial Common Lisp system and found that simulated GC
times should be between 10% to 20% (Zorn 1989). Barrett
and Zorn (Barrett and Zorn 1993) used lifetime predictors
to improve memory overhead and reference locality in the
context of explicit memory management. They also studied
a mechanism that allows e ective reclamation of tenured
garbage through a process of untenuring (Barrett and Zorn
1995). Diwan and Tarditi (Tarditi and Diwan 1994) found
the overall cost of automatic storage management under
SML/NJ to be between 22% to 40%. They found that allocation and root processing can be a signi cant fraction of the
total cost. Rojemo and Runciman (Rojemo and Runciman
1996) used heap pro ling to study the the lifetime behavior of data in the context of Haskell. Wilson (Wilson 1994)
pointed out the importance of keeping root scanning costs
low in incremental garbage collection techniques.
9 Conclusions and Future Work

Generally, even a simple generational collector outperforms
a semispace collector by a factor of two or more in terms of
z generated

by monomorphic code

garbage collection time, often also accompanied with a signi cant gain in the client time from improved cache locality.
However, there are special cases when a semispace collector
can outperform a generational collector: restricted memory
usage such as when the total amount of memory used ts
inside the cache, a monotonically growing set of long-lived
data, or when long-lived data dies quickly once tenured. It
might be advantageous for a collector to alternate between
these strategies by testing for the above conditions dynamically. For deeply non-tail recursive programs with a runtime
implementation that uses stack-allocated activation records,
caching the results of stack scans from previous collections
can speed up collections. We observe relative decreases in
GC times of up to 74% with generational stack collection.
Finally, pro ling the heap to gather lifetime data for objects allocated from certain program points seems to provide
highly accurate data for some of the programs we studied.
Even a simple pretenuring policy can reduce the collection
time by up to 50% without increasing client times.
Incremental and concurrent collectors reduce pause times
by performing collections that are more frequent but less
disruptive. Nonetheless, they must synchronize on the root
set. (That is, though garbage in the heap may be gradually removed, the stack scan is still performed atomically.)
In this setting, caching the results of stack scans can be
helpful in reducing synchronization costs. The usefulness of
heap pretenuring rests largely on the predictability of object lifetimes based on allocation sites. Barrett and Zorn
observed this predictability for four substantial C programs
in (Barrett and Zorn 1993). One might speculate that this
condition is more likely to hold for languages that allocate
heavily such as Haskell, LISP, and Java.
There are many directions to go from here: exploration
of more generations, generation resizing policies, tenuring
policy, control- ow analysis to automatically eliminate pretenuring scans, opportunistic garbage collection, tag-free
collection, write barrier techniques. One interesting direction is to reexamine all of the GC ideas with the attitude of
aggressively using pro le data and type information to generate specialized hybrid garbage collectors. Finally, more
and bigger programs need to be analyzed to avoid having
too few or only unrealistic datapoints.
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